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Kiwi everywhere this June
A Kiwi Conservation
Success Story

VOLUNTEER COMSUMABLES
DFE Pharma—for funds towards quad
bike helmets, gloves, and facemasks
Bruce from Wet & Forget—for 10L of
product for pest-proof fence hood
cleaning

VOLUNTEERING EFFORTS
Cooks Honda Hāwera—for providing
transportation to the kiwi release at the June has been a big month for kiwi work at Rotokare. For a decade, the
Taranaki Kōhanga Kiwi at Rotokare project (a collaborative partnership
Totara Block

between Taranaki Kiwi Trust and Rotokare) has been working towards
establishing a kiwi transfer programme and releasing kiwi across the region. Our
Alan Jamieson —for providing dream was realised on 7th June when kiwi from Rotokare were moved out of the
transportation to the Stratford BA5
sanctuary for the very first time: ten kiwi were released in the Totara forest block
in Mangamingi. The Totara block is under the care of South Taranaki Forest and
We would also like to thank our
Bird, who have been trapping mammalian predators there since the 1970s.

volunteers, sponsors, supporters,
and visitors for their love and
In the couple of weeks that followed, 18 more kiwi were released at Sanctuary
support through these tough times Mountain Maungatautari (SMM), a fenced reserve in Waikato. A further 12 kiwi

will be release there in the next six months from Rotokare.
This is community conservation at its finest, with like-minded community-led
conservation organisations collaborating to help achieve each other's goals and
dreams, thanks to the efforts of their staff, volunteers, sponsors, and supporters.
...to Rotokare!
The TKKR project hopes to relocate 20-40 kiwi annually to other forests around
Taranaki (including our Taranaki Mounga), boosting North Island Western Brown
We can ride out a crisis but our kiwi populations. This annual process of transferring bulk kiwi will transform kiwi
vulnerable native wildlife cannot conservation in the region. We hope this inspires community trapping projects in
wait. Support us through Givealittle Taranaki to work towards returning kiwi to their patch!
to supplement our efforts and
ensure the continued protection of
Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust
Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust
Rotokare’s hihi, tīeke, kiwi, pāteke,
PO Box 33, Eltham 4353
Follow us for news and stories
and other endangered species.

Reserve Update
Note from the Sanctuary Manager
Rotokare, like all others, is feeling the impact of COVID-19. Immediately, there’s the increased anxiety and
worry in the community and the financial impact to people, families, and businesses—our thoughts are also
with our fellow sanctuaries and community-led conservation organisations that continue to work hard to achieve
their goals.
The Rotokare family is resilient and our truly amazing staff, incredible volunteer team, and dedicated Trustees
are working hard to keep the project moving forward and adapt to the challenges we now face. Despite very
real financial impacts from the COVID-19 economic fall-out, the optimism and determination at Rotokare is
notable evidence of a can-do culture, led by all parts of the organisation in unity.

From the Trust

We remain focused on keeping planned activities on-track: development projects including the operations area
upgrades and Bush Classroom development; species programmes including preparing for more kiwi
translocations, hihi management, the next intake of pāteke, and readiness for future translocation from the
sanctuary such as mātātā/fernbird and toutouwai/robin; education programme activities including re-starting the
Ambassador programme, school visits and night tours; Halo project expansion including developing phase-one
of our efforts towards the ‘Taranaki Biodiversity Corridor’.
As financial impacts become clearer, we are actively pursuing new opportunities to secure the necessary
income to keep going forward—we are seeking new investment and calling for ideas from our community.
Please contact me if you are interested in learning more about investing or have interesting fundraising ideas.
Simon Collins, Sanctuary Manager: simon@rotokare.org.nz / 06 764 8500

Welcome to our newest Trustee—Allen Juffermans
Owner and founder of Juffermans Surveyors Ltd. (JSL), Allen Juffermans has been a
regular volunteer at Rotokare for years, helping us with weekly hihi feeds, tracking card
runs, and track management amongst other activities. Allen often brings his daughters
to help when they can, and he truly appreciates sharing the place with others.
He was officially welcomed onto our board of Trustees on 27 th May. We are thrilled to
have you on the team, Allen!

Our COVID-19 Story
Like many others, the Rotokare Sanctuary was looking ahead to an exciting and productive 2020. As the
COVID-19 crisis began to unfold, we quickly began preparations for different potential scenarios. By midMarch, staff were prepared for a short-notice ‘work from home’ response and when lockdown came into effect,
staff had already moved home for work.
The sanctuary was closed to all volunteers and visitors the evening before lockdown. We made a conscious
decision to do our best to maintain priority threatened species welfare work and we recognised that the
protection of our vulnerable native wildlife could not be neglected. Throughout the lockdown period, core
sanctuary tasks—checking our fence, responding to fence issues, trap-checks, and ensuring the welfare of
other species at Rotokare—were managed by our Conservation Manager Fiona, with support from Sanctuary
Manager Simon. The other four staff worked from home, with our education programmes and community
engagement going online, as well as our weekly staff meetings and communications with our volunteers.
While the financial impacts of Covid-19 are now beginning to be truly felt at Rotokare, what was immediately
important was ensuring the sanctuary and the vulnerable species within came out the other end in good
shape—we are hugely proud that this was achieved for the benefit of our community.
We extend huge thanks to the many people who sent messages of support to the team over this time!

Reserve Update
Biodiversity
Kiwi Update
Amidst kiwi translocations out of the Reserve, we also
received a special kiwi as the 37th founder of our permanent
population. In December 2019, truckie Alan Pennington
rescued a two-month old kiwi from a stoat on Waitaanga Rd
in North Taranaki. After recovering at Wildbase Hospital and
then spending a few months at Wairakei Kiwi Sanctuary,
Papa the kiwi (named for the muddy state he was found in)
found its way back home to Taranaki. Alan helped to release
Papa into its forever home at Rotokare on 11th June.

Sue Hardwick-Smith (Taranaki Kiwi Trust), truckie Alan
Pennington, and Simon with Papa before his release

Biodiversity Updates

Hihi / Stitchbird Update
Following a good breeding season with 34 chicks fledged, the new
hihi juveniles are busy finding their place in the forest. Hihi expert
Mhairi McCready visited us in early June to catch and band some
of the unbanded individuals from this season’s natural nests; she
will be back in September to assist with pre-breeding surveys.

Mhairi puts new bands on a male hihi

The Hihi Recovery Group has been meeting weekly online to
share information between the hihi sites and discuss hihi
management options while under lockdown. The annual Hihi
Recovery Group (HRG) meeting was also held online recently.

Titipounamu / Rifleman Update
Anecdotal sightings of rifleman have been increasing and lots
of unbanded birds have been spotted following this breeding
season. Pre-breeding surveys are planned for September
here and on Taranaki Mounga to get a clearer idea of
population sizes in both forests.
Pāteke / Brown Teal Update

They’re still hard to spot! Picture courtesy Tony Green

Our resident pāteke and their young from this season are
doing well and continue to explore their environs inside and outside Rotokare. There was unfortunately one
mortality outside the fence just before the lockdown. Our Halo’s active cat management programme continues
to work towards making it safer for pāteke to
venture outside the reserve.
This duck hunting season (23 May—12 July), we
urge Taranaki duck hunters to double-check their
targets before pulling the trigger. Pāteke have
been sighted on farmland and settling ponds
around the reserve, making them sitting ducks
(literally) for any hunters who may pass by. We’re
grateful to our neighbouring community for being
vigilant and considerate of Rotokare’s wildlife
visiting their properties.

Native pāteke are much smaller than most other ducks in the region

Reserve Update
Tracks and Traps

Biosecurity

Small mice can cause major damage

Pest Management
Unfortunately, Rotokare has had a few mice caught in the last few months,
predominantly around the car park. Heightened surveillance and response
trapping has been deployed. A specially-trained rodent dog and a mustelid
dog will be surveying the sanctuary in July. Please stop and check your
vehicles and belongings before entering the reserve to prevent any
stowaways from coming in.

Tracking Tunnels
A full-sanctuary tracking card run in May came back clear. A high-risk tracking card run (around the public
areas and lake edge where pests are more likely to be found) is scheduled for mid-July following the rodent
dog audit.

Ops Update

Operations
Bush Classroom Update
We welcome Beach Energy on board as a sponsor for the new Bush Classroom project.
This interactive outdoor classroom will be set in the Rotokare bush behind the courtyard
and will be designed to provide a stimulating learning environment for students in our
education programme. Here’s a map of our plans: a set of
stairs (in yellow) will lead up to a seating area and a
boardwalk loop (in black) through the forest. The loop will
host themed work stations (in orange) for activities, and will
be interspersed with interactive elements like bird feeders,
wētā motels, and other material to engage students. A marae
-style station dedicated to traditional knowledge and uses of
the forest is also on our “must-have” list.
Our plans are still in progress; if you are interested in
supporting this project, please reach out to the team.
A layout outline for Rotokare’s new Bush Classroom

MediaWorks Sponsorship
Interactive media company MediaWorks has offered a media partnership to
Rotokare’s outreach operations, including promoting the Trust, providing advertising
opportunities for events and merchandise, and expanding our reach across multiple
platforms including radio and TV. MediaWorks brands include MoreFM with Ken
and Anna in Taranaki, Newshub, The Project, and other popular media platforms.
We welcome MediaWorks and MoreFM to the team—thanks for the support!

Reserve Update
Rotokare Halo
With Halo trapping temporarily halted during the
lockdown, the team focused on building more traps for
deployment (DOC 200s, DOC 250s, and Steve Allen (SA)
traps). Active trapping resumed from Level 3 and the
team refocused their efforts on expanding the Halo.
Cat Trapping / Pāteke Management Update

Halo Update

From June 2019—June 2020, we have trapped a
whopping 150 cats in our 4000ha Halo, eliminating a huge threat to
any native species flying out of the reserve to explore neighbouring
farmland. DOC 250s and SA traps are being checked weekly
around waterways where pāteke have been spotted, plus live cage
traps that are checked daily for cats and ferrets. Traps built over
the lockdown by a volunteer (thanks Litchy!) will be deployed in the
Halo, expanding our trapping network further.

Ongoing Activities
Every Week
Hihi Sugar-Water Feed-out
Fence Check Routine
Trap Check Routine

Site Maintenance
Sunday Working Bee (9.00am—
12.00pm)

Halo Expansion Update
Our Halo is growing steadily. Trap deployment on another 500ha
has just been completed; trapping on the next two properties has
been planned and traps will soon be deployed there, adding
~800ha to the Halo. Current expansion is focused on feral cats and
mustelids.

Areas in red are next in line for trap deployment

Dog Aversion Training
On 29th May, the TKKR project and the Department of
Conservation (DOC) hosted a Dog Aversion Training workshop,
aiming to make dogs on neighbouring farms averse to kiwi. Led by
our Site Manager Kane and Joe Carson from DOC, the session
saw 35 dogs from nearby landowners receive and pass training.
Two more sessions in Mangamingi and South Taranaki are being
planned for the future.

Tim Hardwick-Smith and his dog hard at training

Can you help protect our Halo by deploying and checking traps? Contact Kane at 06 764 8500

OMV support continues for Rotokare
OMV New Zealand has been supporting Rotokare projects since 2011, including the building of the popular
Ridge Walk track and reintroducing tīeke/saddleback, popokatea/whitehead, and more recently hihi/stitchbird
into the reserve. For 2020-21, OMV will be supporting our Halo project and sanctuary
biosecurity programme, and will continue supporting the hihi programme.
As we move into the fourth breeding season of hihi in Taranaki since reintroduction,
this support makes a huge difference to our ability to maintain the significant effort
required for such a complex species restoration programme—massive thanks to OMV!

Education Update

Education and Engagement Update

Backyard Biodiversity—Taiao Taiepa Ki Tua
During the lockdown, educators Ash (Rotokare) and
Emily Roberts (Taranaki Regional Council) collaborated
to produce Backyard Biodiversity—Taiao Taiepa Ki Tua,
an online video resource to help viewers discover,
protect, and increase native species in their backyards.
The series gained overwhelming support from the
community: the Facebook page reached 35,000 people
and every video actively engaged 700 people on
average. Schools and families from across the country
sent in pictures of their adventures—we were thrilled to
be able to engage with our community in such a
wholesome way under those tough circumstances.

Ongoing Activities
Every Week
Hihi Sugar-Water Feed-out
Fence Check Routine
Trap Check Routine

Site Maintenance
Sunday Working Bee (9.00am—
12.00pm)

The series is still available for the public to watch and
use on these platforms:
Facebook page: www.facebook.com/BackyardBiodiversityTaranaki/
Rotokare Website: www.rotokare.org.nz/Education/Backyard-Biodiversity---Taiao-Taiepa-Ki-Tua/
TRC Website: www.trc.govt.nz/environment/working-together/environmental-education/backyard-biodiversity/
Youtube: www.youtube.com/RotokareTrust

Rotokare Education in Levels 1 and 2

TKKR Kiwi Education at Hāwera High School

With schools unable to visit Rotokare, we brought Rotokare to
them! Ash has been engaging with schools across the region with
physical visits and online sessions, focusing on our extensive EcoDetective programme modules. We are also continuing our
Discover Your Schoolyard (DYSY) sessions to help schools protect
and enhance native species in their own neighbourhoods. School
trips to Rotokare are scheduled to be back on track from Term 3
onwards.

July School Holiday Programme
Treasure Hunt

Survival Game

Race around the lake to
discover taonga

The ultimate game of tag
in the forest

Wednesday 15th July

Tuesday 14th July

10am—1pm
Ages 6-16
in teams of 3-5

11am—1pm
Ages 8-16

$5 per child

$5 per child

No charge for adults

No charge for adults

If you are keen on construction and track maintenance,
biosecurity monitoring (tracking tunnels or trap work),
biodiversity monitoring (feeding hihi, feeding pāteke, bird
surveys), planting, education, and helping with public
relations, cleaning, or even donating a cooked meal for our
working bees, then get in touch with us at
volunteers@rotokare.org.nz

Community
Focus

Our volunteers have been working hard to catch up with sanctuary tasks and
prepare our kiwi for translocation. A whopping 1200 volunteer hours were
spent on the kiwi translocations alone, a massive effort for such an intensive
operation. We are so lucky to have such an amazing bunch of volunteers!

Community News and Events

John Cooper is a Volunteer Superhero

2020 Volunteer Hours

January—614
February—642
March—495
April—149
May—490
June—1580

We are thrilled to announce that our
volunteer John Cooper is a finalist for
South Taranaki District Council’s
Volunteer Superhero Award. John helps
out at Rotokare 3-4 days a week with
fence checks, trap checks, track management, kiwi management, and is
also a tinkering genius whose magic hands fix anything he touches. Thank you for being our champion!
Contact Energy supports Rotokare volunteers
A huge thank you goes to Contact Energy, who offered some wonderful
support to the Volunteer Programme as a response to the obvious impacts
of COVID-19 on fundraising efforts. This will ensure we can provide
necessary equipment and consumables for our amazing volunteers.

Rotokare by Night
Experience the forest like never before! Chance upon a beady-eyed morepork, hear scuttling wēta on the forest
floor, discover hidden treasures in our glow worm hideouts, smell kiwi poop upon the air, and watch eels and
banded kōkopu on our exciting Night Tours

Public Tour Dates

$10 per adult | $5 per child (Age 1-18)

Wednesday 15th July

Costs payable by cash or online to the
Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust
(details supplied with bookings)

Friday

31st

Wednesday

July

12th

August

Friday 21st August
Wednesday 9th September
Friday 25th September

Limited spots available per tour
so BOOK NOW!
Ph: 06 764 8500

Private tours for big groups
available upon request

Email: educator@rotokare.org.nz

Co-hosted by

Rotokare Wish List

We need your help!

Help Us!

Rotokare works hard to deliver significant conservation
Our wish list contains particulars that would help
and community outcomes. Give us a hand by:
volunteers do their tasks better—we welcome
•
Contributing wish list items
donations and contributions of the following:
•
Donating towards current projects
•

Slim plastic clipboards (slim) x 12

•

Pole Loppers

•

Skill Saw

•

Fiskars Extended Loppers

•

Lightweight Forestry Ladders

•

Estwing Hammers x2

•

Good quality cordless power drill

•

Wall Clock (for the kitchen)

•

Volunteering at our Sunday working bees
(9am—12pm, with free lunch!)

•

Becoming “Friends of the Lake” (FOL) with a
$30-$50 annual donation for news, updates, and
invites to special events

Contact us at 06 764 8500 or contact@rotokare.org.nz
Address: PO Box 33, Eltham 4353

Do you have any of these items to spare or can
you help us source them? If yes, contact the team!
06 764 8500 or contact@rotokare.org.nz
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